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Introduction

• Due to a growth of interest in offshore wind farms (also in the Polish EEZ), it is

necessary to analyse their influence on systems such as the AIS-PL.

• The potential interaction between the wind turbines and radio systems might be 

primarily caused by:

– The significant dimensions of the turbines (their masts’ heights and rotors’ 

diameters could be well over 100 m),

– The material the turbines are made of (composite/metal).

• Consequently, a wind turbine constitutes a substantial obstacle that could not 

only attenuate the radio signal but also reflect it.  

• The aspect of the signal reflection is of particular importance, but the 

knowledge about it is rather limited, as is the number of the subject literature.

• There are also very few mathematical models that facilitate a formal description 

of this issue.

• One of the few models that does exist is included in the ITU-R BT.1893 

recommendation, but it generaly only concerns the negative effects that can be 

caused by the farms to the digital TV systems



The ITU-R BT.1893 model
• The ITU-R BT.1893 recommendation „Assessment of impairment caused to digital

television reception by a wind turbine” 

• The evaluation of the impairments caused to digital television reception (UHF 
band) by the wind turbines. 

• The mathematical description of the radio signal reflection from the turbine’s
blades. 

The arrangement of the wind turbine, transmitter and receiver
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The ITU-R BT.1893 model

Scattering coefficient:

where: oraz  

and:

A – total area of the turbine blades [m2],

S – mean width of the blade [m],

λ – wavelength[m],

r – distance between the wind turbine and the receiver [m],

θ, θo – the angles of the signal reflected from / incident at the turbine’s
rotor [o],

• The ρ coefficient indicates what amount of the signal incident at the 
blades will reflect from them towards the receiver.

• The above formula has been defined under the assumption the turbine’s
blades are approximately triangular and made of metal. 

• For the blades made of composite materials or fiber glass the scattering
coefficient is 6 to 10 dB lower than in the case of metallic blades
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The ITU-R BT.1893 model
• The value of the scattering coefficient ρ is maximum, when the 

transmitter, receiver and wind turbine are all in the same line, and when 
additionally this line is perpendicular (normal) to the rotor’s plane:

• The signal power directly at the wind turbine, FSWT:

where EIRP is the equivalent isotropical radiated power of the transmitter 
[dBm], and  Ll is the propagation loss (attenuation) on the path between 
the transmitter and wind turbine [dB].

• The unwanted signal power (i.e. the power of the signal that propagates 
from the transmitter to the receiver due to reflection from the turbine 
blades) – the UFSR – can be calculated as:

• The UFSR (Unwanted Field StRength) is the key parameter which allows 
to analyze the wind farm as the source of a secondary radiation.
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The evaluation of the ITU-R BT.1893 model
The methodology of the measurements

• Extensive measurement campaign at several selected wind farms located in the 

northern and central Poland.

• Transmitter: transmits a pulse signal towards the turbine (frequency 161 MHz, 

pulse width 8 µs, period 80 µs, EIRP power 25W) 

• Receiver: stores and measures the level of two received signals: the direct signal

(FSR) and the signal reflected from the turbine (UFSR).

Measurement methodology (left) and the transmitted signal characteristic (right)
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The evaluation of the ITU-R BT.1893 model
The methodology of the measurements

The concept of the UFSR measurements using the spectrum analyzer



The evaluation of the ITU-R BT.1893 model
The methodology of the measurements

• Measurements were conducted in time domain using the horizontal and 

vertical polarizations.

• Measurements in a given location of the transmitter/receiver were

repeated several times:

– Worst case analysis – identification of the strongest reflected signal, 

– The rotors were moving – the signal level varied as the measurements

went on, 

– The received signal comprised components reflected from many

different turbines.

• Selection of the appropriate measurement scenarios – the assumption of 

the worst case scenario – the rotors’ planes perpendicular to the direction

of transmission (reception).

• The obtained results – particularly the UFSR values – were later compared

with the theoretical values resulting from the model.



The evaluation of the ITU-R BT.1893 model
The methodology of the measurements

Measurement campaign



The evaluation of the ITU-R BT.1893 model
The methodology of the measurements

Sample result of the measurement (top) and simulation using the ITU-R 
BT.1893 model (bottom) 



The evaluation of the ITU-R BT.1893 model
The methodology of the measurements

• The measured values of the received signal level (UFSR) were 13,4 dB 

lower (on average) than the theoretical ones calculated using the 

BT.1893 model; the theoretical values of UFSR were always greater 

than those obtained in the measurements.

• Consequently, the discussed model is clearly pessimistic and suitable

for the worst case scenario analysis – because in fact, the real UFSR 

level will probably be lower than the model would indicate.

• The analysis shows that the ITU-R BT.1893 model is sufficient to be the 

base for the analysis of wind farms’ influence on radio systems 

operating in the VHF Band.

• Additionally, it can be stated the model takes into account the margin 

for the changes of the propagation attenuation (due to large-scale

fading).



Simulation software tool



The analysis of the wind farms’ influence 

on radio systems

• To assess the level of the wind farms’ harmful
influence on radio systems, two types of 
simulation analyses have been carried out:

– The interference analysis – where wind farm is 
treated as a source of interferences in form of the 
secondary (reflected) radio waves (and also as a 
source of unwanted EMF radiation)

– The radio shadowing analysis – where wind farm 
is treated as an obstacle in the signal propagation 
path



Methodology of derivation of the equivalent EIRP 

power and the equivalent, secondary interference 

sources configuration



Radio shadowing analysis
• Wind turbines

modelled as obstacles
in the signal
propagation path.

• The diffraction
propagation Deygout
model was used to 
calculate the 
attenuation resulting
from the obstruction 
of the first Fresnel 
zone caused by the 
obstacles located in 
the way of radio waves
propagation.



Corrective measures to reduce the secondary

interference and radio shadowing

• Identification of the areas where the interference
level is unacceptable (SIR below 10 dB) and where
radio shadowing makes radiocommunication nearly
impossible (signal level lower than the receiver
sensitivity).

• The suggested kinds of corrective measures:
– Installation of additional station(s) of the system affected

by the wind farms (within the wind farm site),

– Defining safety zones around the wind farm,

– Setting up a dedicated surveillance system (a perimetric
protection system). 



Safety zones
• United Nations Convention (UNCLOS) and the Polish bill „on Sea Areas of 

Polish Republic and maritime administration” define the safety zone 
around artificial maritime objects and constructions (including wind 
turbines built in the sea areas) which is 500 meters wide 

• Such zone may be constituted by the decision of the Director of proper 
Polish Maritime Office and will designate a zone that is dangerous for 
maritime traffic and fishery.

• Based on the risk analysis, publications  and simulations results, an
additional zone was proposed, which covers the distance of 2 km around 
the area where the wind turbines are located.

• It is caused by the fact that in the distance of 2 km around the area of 
wind turbines location, several negative and harmful phenomena might be 
observed, including: 
– interferences in the VHF communication systems, preventing their correct 

operations,

– VHF coast stations signal fadings,

– radio signal shadowing and false radar echoes, which degrade proper
operation of radar stations

• The 2 km zone is the area where the ships may navigate, but their crews 
must be aware that some adverse phenomena, described above, might 
occur.



The maximum parameters of the 

offshore wind farms OWF I and OWF II

Parameter Value

Tower height [m.a.s.l.] 135

Total height [m.a.s.l.] 240

Rotor’s diameter [m] 210

Rotor’s radius (≈ blade length) [m] 105

Rotor swept area [m2] 34636

Approx.area of 3 blades [m2] 1108,35

Mean width of a blade [m] 3,52

Number of turbines 200

Material the blades are made of* Non-metallic

Minimum distance from the OWF I to land [km] 22

Minimum distance from the OWF II to land [km] 36

*) Assumption made on the basis of the existing and planned Polish and European wind farms analysis and on the basis of the

information about the turbines initially selected for OWF I and OWF II .



Simulation analysis

• During the study conducted by the NIT, the following parameters
were simulated and analysed:
– The received signal level on a discussed area,

– The SIR parameter (signal to interference ratio),

– The so-called Overlap parameter which indicates the number of 
stations providing coverage in a given point of the area.

• The interference analysis was conducted for three assumed
turbines’ layouts (arrangements):
– OWF I: variant E – 109 turbines, variant D – 200 turbines, variant X –

200 turbines.

– OWF II: variant B – 121 turbines, variant C – 200 turbines, variant X –
200 turbines,

• The radio shadowing analysis was conducted for two types of wind 
farm modeling:
– Each turbine modelled as a separate geometric solid – for the 

maximum variants (200 turbines – variants C and D),

– The entire wind farm modelled as a single geometric solid.



The influence of the offshore wind 

farm OWF II on the AIS-PL system

Station name
Antenna height [m 

a.s.l.]

Czołpino 75

Jarosławiec 53

OWF II

OWF I• Transmitted power: 12,5 W

• Antenna gain: 5,65 dBi

• Frequency: 161,975 MHz 

(channel A), 162,025 MHz 

(channel B)

• Bandwidth: 25 kHz

• Receiver sensitivity (ship):

-107 dBm ÷ -105 dBm

• Required SIR: 10 dB
Station name

Distance between the station

and OWF II [km]
EIRP [dBm]

Substitute EIRP of the 

turbine [dBm] / [mW]

Czołpino 45 46,7 -17 / 0,02

Jarosławiec 63 46,7 -20 / 0,01



Interference analysis
Simulation of the received power level

Variant B (121 turbines) Variant C (200 turbines)



Interference analysis
Simulation of the signal to interference ratio (SIR)

Variant B (121 turbines) Variant C (200 turbines)



Interference analysis
Simulation of the received power level in the *.kml format

Variant B (121 turbines) Variant C (200 turbines)



Interference analysis
Corrective measures for the AIS-PL system



Radio shadowing analysis
Simulation of the received power level

Variant C (200 turbines) The whole farm as an obstacle



Radio shadowing analysis
The simulation of the Overlap parameter

Variant C (200 turbines) The whole farm as an obstacle



Radio shadowing analysis
The simulation of the Overlap parameter in the *.kml format

Variant C (200 turbines) The whole farm as an obstacle



Radio shadowing analysis
Corrective measures for the AIS-PL system



Conclusions

• After the analysis of the interactions between the OWF II and the 
AIS-PL system, specific corrective measures were suggested to 
eliminate problems resulting from both radio shadowing and 
interference.

• Since those potential problems occur in two different areas around
the OWF II farm (interference: 1,5-3 km south of the farm, radio 
shadowing: north-west of the farm), the installation of two
additional low-power „corrective” stations should be considered.

• The study conducted by the NIT allowed us to develop tools and 
models that facilitate analysis of the interactions between wind 
farms and a wide range of radiocommunication and radar systems. 

• To a great extent, those tools are universal and versatile, because
they allow to analyse farms located both at sea and on land. They
also allow to consider the farm as a source of radio shadowing, 
secondary interferences and/or false radar echoes. 

• The correctness of the models mentioned above has been verified
and by the measurements.
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